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Nitrogen is one of the most prominent hetero atoms
found in heterocycles. The corresponding electron lone
pairs of these nitrogen atoms are mainly responsible for
properties like the basicity and the pkb-values of the
investigated heterocycle. Nevertheless, the overall elec-
tronic state of a molecule is also directly related to
observable physico-chemical properties. This fact under-
lines a possible connection between different investi-
gated properties.
The electronic properties of nitrogen containing com-
pounds were analyzed with the aim to further predict
these properties from quantum-mechanical descriptors.
We thereby expect a relationship between the proton
affinity, the pkb-value and the strength of metal
complexation.
Because basicity seems to be a fundamental property
of these compounds, the work was first focused on the
proton affinities of the molecules in the gas phase. We
thereby consider the fact, that these values are not influ-
enced by the solvation in liquid phases. Lone pairs in
nitrogen containing heterocycles play also an important
role for metal complexation or due to their nucleophilic
attack in chemical reactions. Therefore 55 heterocyclic
compounds were selected that belong to the compound
classes of substituted pyridines, pyrazoles and imida-
zoles. These compound set was carefully divided into a
training (37) and test set (18), and different descriptors
of the electronic states were calculated by using the
semi-empirical molecular orbital software MSINDO [1].
In regression analysis the following descriptors were
identified and marked as important:
￿ Charge of the nitrogen atom,
￿ Energy of the lone pair electrons and
￿ Perturbation treatment of the interaction energy -
Klopman [2].
Using this set of descriptors a model was built and
validated that predicts the experimental data for proton
affinity with an R
2 of 0.93 and a Q
2 of 0.91. Further-
more, it was possible to successfully develop models for
the prediction of pkb-values and the strength of a metal
complex formation for these compounds.
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